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HAPPY MOTHER'S DAY

This Mother’s Day we honor all of the amazing mothers whose love, patience,
and wisdom help to nourish and grow their children. Moms are full of great
advice, so we decided to ask our team members for some of the best advice
they’ve received throughout the years from their mothers—Here’s what they
said!

Great advice in our opinion. What is the best advice you’ve received from your
mother? Make sure to show your appreciation for all the mothers this May, and
every day!

MEMORIAL DAY REMEMBRANCE
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This Memorial Day, KEP remembers with gratitude and pride all those who
served and sacrificed for our country and our freedom. We are also proud to
have many hardworking veterans on our team. May this Memorial Day be filled
with good memories and peace.

LESSONS IN LEADERSHIP

Download our latest white paper! “Total Cost of Ownership – Unite Cross-
Functional Teams,” Part 3 of our 4-part series “Strategies for Successful
Procurement Partnerships," is available now. In this white paper, Joe
Williamson, Sr. Director, Global Sales & Customer Operations at KEP,
discusses assessing balance cost and quality, learning from industry best
practices, high impact criteria for Total Cost of Ownership and more.

Download Part 3 here, then watch for Part 4, “Total Cost of Ownership –
Determine the Products True Cost,” which will be out next!

TEAM MEMBER SPOTLIGHT

Tina Long has been a team member for over 10 years and is a hardworking
Extrusion Operator at our Mogadore location, where KEP manufactures
extruded tubing and profiles and has assembly operations. Tina started
working at KEP in 2006 and is passionate about being a dedicated team
member. Learn more about Tina Long in our Leader Views Blog!
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What do scientists, lab technicians, nurses, convenience, and KEP have in
common?

Our high-quality laboratory supply products, of course!

KEP laboratory supply products are in demand because they help industry
professionals keep their focus on their own important jobs while KEP
conveniently ensures regulatory standards are met, allergies are avoided, and
quality exceeds requirements.

The increased need for better quality of testing during research in the
laboratory has led to the demand for lab supplies that adhere to regulatory
standards. Not only do KEP products, like our latex tubing, strictly follow
regulatory standards, they also boast precise quality and easy sterilization
which is necessary in lab environments. Plus, with virtually undetectable
protein levels (99.9% protein-free) in our latex tubing, there also is a reduction
in allergen reactions, thanks to extensive leaching, washing and surface-
treating.

KEP produces tubing for almost any job in the lab including chromatography
and pump connection hose tubing. These are available in private label rolls
and in more than 200 size combinations!

It doesn’t stop at latex tubing products — KEP also manufactures in-demand
non-latex Free-Band® tourniquets for laboratory blood draws and boluses.
These products are safe for individuals with latex sensitivities and are available
in convenient packaging with custom quantities available, designed to provide
ease-of-use and convenience for every application.

From scientific discovery and food quality control to saving lives in hospitals,
KEP is there facilitating convenience and safety while helping our customers in
each industry put their name behind quality products.
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